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Organizations rely extensively upon a myriad of images and pictorial representations such as budgets, schedules, reports, graphs, and organizational charts to name but a few. Visual images
play an integral role in the process of organizing. This volume argues that images in organizations are ‘performative’, meaning that they can be seen as performances, rather than mere
representations, that play a significant role in all kind of organizational activities. Imagining Organizations opens up new ways of imagining business through an interdisciplinary approach that
captures the role of visualizations and their performances. Contributions to this volume challenge this orthodox view to explore how images in business, organizing and organizations are
viewed in a static and rigid form. Imagining Business addresses the question of how we visualize organizations and their activities as an important aspect of managerial work, focusing on
practices and performances, organizing and ordering, and media and technologies. Moreover, it aims to provide a focal point for the growing collection of studies that explore how various
business artifacts draw on the power of the visual to enable various forms of organizing and organizations in diverse contexts.
List of members in some numbers.
Discoveries and inventions periodically cause new technological developments within human societies. Key inventions and their accompanying economic and social changes can be seen as the main
promoters of technological and structural progress. Many examples of change can be traced back to key inventions. At the end of the last century, one of the major lines of technological development was the
implementation of electricity, the introduction of electric current. Inno vations were generated both by applying the "low quality" thermal and energy transmission properties, as well as by studying "high quality"
characteristics like signal processing and electromagnetic wave propagation. In the field of signal processing, particular devices like the thermionic valve, the transistor and the (micro) chip deserve mention.
Regarding energy generation, distribution and consumption, huge investments were made in coal and nuclear power plants, as well as in consumer and industrial electric appliances. Which innovations can
be expected to improve or replace some of the applications (products, processes) of electricity? Thinking of an important technology invented about three decades ago - the laser - coherent light plays the key
role in the process ("light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation"). Thus the new term technologies of light can be used for such innovations. Extending the definition, "technologies of light" or
"photonics" can be defined as any methods, processes or products which make use of the spectrum of light, and any systems whose function is to study, measure, transform or transmit by means of light.
Prior to 1862, when the Department of Agriculture was established, the report on agriculture was prepared and published by the Commissioner of Patents, and forms volume or part of volume, of his annual
reports, the first being that of 1840. Cf. Checklist of public documents ... Washington, 1895, p. 148.

Ce rapport offre l'un des aperçus les plus complets qui soient des tendances mondiales en terme de culture, de production, de saisie et de prix des drogues illicites au niveau
international. II examine les tendances des quatre principaux marchés dans le monde, celui de l'opium et de l'héroïne, celui de la coca et de la cocaïne, celui du cannabis et enfin
celui des stimulants de type amphétamine. Cette édition fournit un examen en profondeur de l'articulation entre criminalité transnationale organisée et trafic de drogues. Une
annexe statistique riche en détails sur la production, les prix et la consommation complète cet ouvrage qui offre au lecteur un tableau exhaustif du problème de la drogue dans le
monde.
Contains administrative report only.
Vol. 26- includes the report on the schools for the deaf and dumb in central and western Europe by Rev. George E. Day.
Vol. 2 includes Biennial reports of the state charitable institutions.
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